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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ONR has been very supportive of efforts to take fairly abstract ideas about Lagrangian motion and predictability, ideas that originated in the dynamical systems community, and develop them to the point where tell us something about complex flows in the ocean, and there are few regions more complex than the Philippine Archipelago.



Chaotic Advection 

Hassan Aref 
(1950-2011) 

Aref and Pomphrey, 1982: 
Chaotic trajectories in simple 
(and regular) 2D flow.   
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Presentation Notes
Hassan Aref visited San Diego in 1985 and this is where I met him.



Rotating Can Flow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Model has something like the stagnation points with spiraling motion, and also is a simple combination of overturning and swirl found in some ocean eddies, hurricanes, rotating convection cells, etc. Or group is interested in the process of chaotic advection in these eddies, whether it is a relevant mechanism for mixing in the eddy, and if so, how the flow field might be partitioned mixed and nonmixed regions by natural barriers, which is typical of chaotic advection in 2D.  People have examined this issue in 3D steady flows, but not within an oceanographically relevant parameter range.  So we chose to look at very classical 3D flow…..that has some of the generic features of eddies with overturning circulations….Wanted a  cannonical example that (1) captures some of the generic elements of 3-d flows in the ocean (2) is dynamically consistent (3) is simple enough that we can find the underlying Lagrangian structures with a high degree of accuracy: where we can essentially establish truth, and thereby provide a test bed for comparison of different methodology and for data assimilation.  



From Ledwell, McGillicuddy and  Anderson DSR-II (2008) 
 

Langmuir turbulence 
 

Alboran Gyre (Jay Brett’s thesis work) hurricanes  



Velocity Fields 

1) Navier-Stokes integration (Nek5000 model)  

2) Kinematic (3D velocity: non-divergent but no dynamics) 
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Presentation Notes
Figure 3.  Needs axis labels. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The central region of chaos is potentially important for circulating and mixing agents like nutrients brought up from depth, or agents like dissolved oxygen down from the surface.  However I am going to focus the rest of the talk on these resonant layers, which may seem exotic but, as I will argue later, are created by circumstances that could be quite commonplace in the ocean.
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Presentation Notes
So these are examples of the Lagrangian coherent structures that we are interested in: this complex set of barriers with chaotic regions sandwiched in between.
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Figure 10.  X0=-.02 in all cases  Topics:  Taylor Proudman;  High to low to high order resonances; Resonance Width Lagrangian complexity vs. Eulerian Simplicity. 
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New work: resonant layers in time-dependent, 3D flow. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The central region of chaos is potentially important for circulating and mixing agents like nutrients brought up from depth, or agents like dissolved oxygen down from the surface.  However I am going to focus the rest of the talk on these resonant layers, which may seem exotic but, as I will argue later, are created by circumstances that could be quite commonplace in the ocean.



Resonant Destruction of a Torus. 
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Presentation Notes
Preservation of some tori is predicted by a weak version of the KAM theorem as discussed by Igor and Steven Wiggins.  A key step here is formulating the problem in action angle variables. The action variable is a label for the torus, often it cross sectional area;  phi is an angle like variable that wraps around the toris, and theta-tilda is an azimuthal coordinate whose origin is tilted.  The main importance of these variables is they they allow one to form uniquely defined frequencies of motion for any torusof the undistrubed flow.    



as seen in reference 
fame of moving disturbance 

Weakly nonlinear theory for resonant tori leads  
to integral of motion:  
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Presentation Notes
Remind reader that if we move into a frame of reference following parcel on undisturbed torus, the only evolution we see is a slow time evolution.
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Presentation Notes
So these are examples of the Lagrangian coherent structures that we are interested in: this complex set of barriers with chaotic regions sandwiched in between.
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How did Irina pick eta2 in these?









Expected 

Navier Stokes 
simulation 



Laboratory observations (Fountain et al. 2000) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these features, tori, chaos, resonances and islands, have been observed in lab experiments. This slide shows examples from the 2000 study by Fountain et al. Their lab set up consisted of a clear plastic cylinder with the impellor at the top, and the they would tilt the impellor to introduce asymmetry. Then they injected fluorescent dye with a needle, and made photos. So at the top left we see the symmetric background flow, with two tori highlighted with red and green dye. Green dye is less visible in daylight but can be seen much better in the dark (top right). On the bottom, we see examples with the tilted impellor (ie., perturbed flow). Here we can see a very characteristic mixture of well-mixed chaotic regions with some islands imbedded into the chaotic zones. Because the islands contain regular trajectories that still live on tori, dye cannot excepe from the islands except by diffusion, which takes long time. So over short enough times, when diffusion is small, we can clearly see the color difference between chaotic zones and islands. Finally, on the bottom right, we see a visualization of an unstable manifold. In the symmetric system, the axis smoothly connects the hyperbolic stagnation point at the bottom to the one on the top lid. In the perturbed flow, we still have hyperbolic stagnation points at top and bottom, but they are no longer connected by a trajectory. Instead, the former axis breaks down into stable and unstable manifolds. The unstable manifold starts at the bottom stagnation point, goes upward toward the top but instead of connecting smoothly to the top stagnation point, it now starts to wind around the can. This manifold can be illustrated by simply injecting dye close to the bottom stagnation point, which was done in the bottom right.



What about background turbulence? 
 
             see Jay Brett thesis work 

Ferrari and Nikurashin (2010)  



Challenges 

• How does one observe Lagrangian barriers in 3D+1? 
• How to parameterize stirring/mixing due to chaotic 
     motion in 3D+1? 
• Establish extent to which LCS are relevant in  
     in turbulent flow fields? 



2014 Boston Museum of Science Exhibit w. artist Anastasia Azure 



Photo: L. Pratt and A. Azure 

“Beauty will save the world.” 
                              -Dostoyevsky 
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